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FOREWORD
My dear Railwaymen
The safety performance during this quarter ending, i.e.,
December 2013 has deteriorated. Accidents increased sharply by 67%
when compared to the same quarter of the previous year.
Accidents on SC Division have increased by 400% (from 1 to 5)
contributing for 50% of accidents on SCR. One collision on SC Division
as against ‘nil’ last year. On GTL Division, accidents have increased by
200% (from 1 to 3) contributing for 30% of accidents on SCR. SPAD
cases increased by 200% (from 1 to 3) (SC Division 2 and GTL Division
1). There was one ‘breach of block rules’ on GNT Division as against
‘nil’ during last year.
All accidents during this quarter were due to human errors. SC
& GTL Divisions have to improve the safety performance by
sensitizing the staff at field level. Other Divisions also should make
efforts to enforce the staff to work as per laid down procedures
during normal and abnormal situations.

(S. P. SAHU)
CHIEF SAFETY OFFICER

Section “A” KNOWLEDGE
Extracts of Railway Board letters

Sub:
Ref:

Quality Audit of execution of new works
No.2012/Safety (A&R)/Inspection Notes
15.10.2013.

dated

In order to have system work efficiently without
failures, ensuring the quality of work during the
execution stage is of paramount importance. Greater
emphasis therefore needs to be laid on inspection by
Officers when the work is being executed and to
ensure removal of all deficiencies before
commissioning.
Zonal Railways are therefore advised to
nominate Quality Audit Officers in each Department
who will be required to inspect the works at various
stages of execution with a view of getting all
deficiencies removed before commissioning. The same
shall be monitored at the level of PHODs.
(Member Traffic)
Railway Board
Sub:
Ref:

Block Proving Axle Counters (BPAC)- resetting in case
of failures.
No.99/Safety (A&R)/19/7 dated 14.10.2013.
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S.C.Rly.
Letter
No.Safey.157/G&SR,AM&BWM/
Vol.III dated 10.04.2013.
Vide your above referred letter, you have
requested for Board’s approval to modify the BPAC
system so as to reset the BPAC with cooperation of
adjacent SM and permit train on normal signal without
issue of PLCT in case of one time failure of BPAC.
The matter has been considered by Board
(MT). It is advised that the BPAC system already
modified may be continued for the time being. Further
modifications may be pended till such time a final view
in this regard is taken.
(Sunil Kumar)
Advisor Safety
Railway Board
Sub:
Ref:

Adoption of shortcut method by signaling staff.
(i) ML’s letter No.2012/Sig./Safety Performance/1 of
19.09.2012.
(ii)No.2012/Sig./Safety Performance/1of 22.10.2012.
(iii)No.2012/Sig./Safety
Performance/1
of
26.06.2013.
(iv)Bd’s letter No.2012/Sig./Safety Performance/1of
05.11.2013.
(v)No.2013/Sig./safety Performance/1
dated
17.12.2013.

Repeated instructions have been issued by Railway
Board and special safety drives have been launched for
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curbing the menace of shortcuts being adopted by Signaling
staff in collusion with Traffic Staff for taking ‘off’ Signals.
Despite various instructions, shortcuts are being
adopted by signalling staff as is evident from the recent cases
of Liluah (Howrah division/ER) and Erode Jn. (Salem
Division/SR) which have taken place in the last 2 months.
Continuance of adoption of shortcut methods by signalling
staff has raised serious concern on the action taken by the
Railway in this regard.
Field inspections by S&T and Safety Officers shall be
carried out more frequently. Suitable action plan may be
drawn and implemented by your Railway after getting reports
of site inspections and after interaction with the field Officers
and Staff of S&T and Traffic Departments to avoid recurrence
of such cases.
Feedback on the action taken may be advised to
Board. Also, repeated drives may be launched at regular
intervals and special mention may made in the in this regard.
(M.Suresh)
Addl.Member (Signal)
Railway Board
Sub:

Dashing of Train No. 12346 Down GHY-HWH
Saraighat Express with Road Vehicle No.AS-01BC/1549 at UMLC No.NN-231 between Boko and
Dhupadra Stations in Gueahati-Goalpara Town –New
Bongaigagaon BG single line non-electrified section of
Rangiya Division of North East Frontier Railway on
04.05.2013.
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Ref:

No.2013/Safety-I12/3 dated 19.12.2013.
The Commissioner of Railway Safety/South
Eastern Circle in his Final Enquiry Report into the
above accident has inter alia made the following
recommendations:Recommendation No. 9.2.4: “Railways should
undertake regular ambush checks along with state
authorities to apprehend errant road vehicle drivers
for non observance of provision of Section 131 of MV
Act and No.116 of IR Act.”
Railways are advised to do needful for the
implementation of the above recommendation of CRS.
Please acknowledge the receipt.
(Ashish Mehrotra)
Director Safety-I
Railway Board

*****
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Section “B”
Some important rules – Work involving

danger to trains or traffic

G&SR:
15.06. Work involving danger to trains or traffic.––
A gang shall not commence or carry on any work which will involve
danger to trains or to traffic without the previous permission of the
Inspector of
Way or Works, or of some competent railway servant appointed in
this behalf by special instructions; and the railway servant who
gives such permission shall himself be present to superintend such
work, and shall see that the provisions of Rules 15.08 and 15.09 are
observed: Provided that, in case of emergency, when the
requirements of safety warrant the commencement of any such
work before the said railway servant can arrive, the Gangmate may
commence the work at once and shall himself ensure that
provisions of Rule 15.09 are observed.
SR 15.06.BLOCK
It is an arrangement of blocking of track against movement of traffic
over a particular section duly allowing the required material train or
track machines or tower wagons of departments concerned for
maintenance.
1. Types of Blocks
1.1. Line Block – means blocking of a portion of line for engineering
purposes wherein no traffic is permitted except Material trains and
Track Machines.
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1.2. Power Block – means blocking of a section of line against
movement of electric traffic. However, during this block period,
diesel traffic may be dealt. This block is exclusively used for OHE
maintenance purposes.
1.3. Integrated Block – means blocking of a portion of line for
maintenance work by more than one department i.e,, Engineering,
TRD and S&T departments simultaneously.
1.4. Shadow Block – means a block, which may be or may not be
integrated, availed from either end of the block section between two
block stations simultaneously. (These shadow blocks can be planned
during special works like changing of bridge girders, replacement of
turnouts, changing of contact wire etc).
2. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR LINE BLOCK ON SINGLE AND DOUBLE
LINES:
Engineering works affecting traffic2.1. For the purpose of these rules, Engineering works are classified
under the following three categories:2.1.1. Category I - Works of normal routine maintenance, such as
renewals of keys and bolts, isolated renewals of a chair, pot or
sleeper, picking up of slacks, overhauling etc.
2.1.2. Category II - Works such as scattered renewals of pots,
sleepers, oiling of bolts, greasing of fish plates, painting of bridges,
lifting and packing or other works necessitating observance of hand
signals or ‘Stop’ or ‘Proceed with Caution’ signals etc.
2.1.3. Category III - Works involving renewal of rails/sleepers, relaying, temporary diversions, loading / unloading of ballast, re6

girdering, welding of rail joints or other works causing interference
with the traffic.
2.1.4. Engineering works listed under 2.1.1.(Category I): No special
precautions are necessary and no advice need be given to any
Operating Official.
2.1.5.Engineering works listed under 2.1.2.(Category II): SCOR and
Station Master shall arrange to issue suitable Caution Order to the
Loco Pilots indicating the speed restrictions. However, Caution Order
shall be issued even in the absence of speed restriction indicating to
look out for engineering signals. The Engineering Official-in-charge
will also arrange for the protection of the affected area in accordance
with SR 15.09.1.
2.1.6. Engineering works listed under 2.1.3.(Category III):
2.1.6.1. In all cases of engineering works involving renewal of
rails/sleepers, re-laying, temporary diversions, loading / unloading of
ballast, re-girdering, welding of rail joints or other works causing
interference with the traffic or observance of any other restrictions in
normal train running, the engineering department will interact with
the operating department for obtaining line block.
2.1.6.2. Procedure for obtaining Line Block:
When it is necessary to obstruct totally any portion of the running
line outside the station limits for engineering purpose, the AEN or the
PWI or any other official of the
Engineering branch specially authorized by the DEN should apply to
the DRM for line block order.
2.1.6.3. Engineering Branch will arrange with the Operating Branch
for the issue of a ‘Circular Notice’. The circular notice shall be valid
for 3 months from the date of issue, i.e., the work notified must be
7

taken in hand within 3 months. If the work cannot be commenced
within 3 months, a fresh circular notice must be issued. Once the
work is taken in hand, the Circular Notice will be effective as long as
the work is in progress.
2.1.6.4. On receipt of advice from the Official-in-charge of the work
and before the work is taken in hand, the DOM will issue an all
concerned message to the officials mentioned in the aforesaid
circular notice. The name of the Engineering official-in-charge of the
work and the last train which may be allowed on the section before
imposing the ‘line block’ shall be specially mentioned in the ‘all
concerned message”. This message will be issued at least two days in
advance of proposed Line Block.
2.1.6.5. In the case of daily work on re-laying, the message may cover
a period of seven days, on the expiry of which a fresh message shall
be issued.
2.1.6.6. The work must not be taken in hand until acknowledgements
have been received from the Station Masters concerned, the SCOR,
the TPC and Chief Crew
Controller. If acknowledgements are not received, the DOM will take
steps to prevent the work being taken in hand.
2.1.6.7. A material lorry may be allowed to work in the block section
for which the line has been blocked, but the Engineering Official-incharge must ensure that before the line is declared safe for traffic,
the lorry is removed off the track.
2.1.6.8. The Engineering Official-in-charge will also arrange for the
protection of the affected area in accordance with S.R.15.09.2.
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2.2.1. Slots for integrated blocks for maintenance, identifying the
least crowded time span, have been indicated in the Divisional
Working Time Tables. The schedule for Line Block required every
week for carrying out maintenance works is to be jointly planned by
Sr.DOM & Sr.DEN (Co-ord) in previous weekends. All other
departments like S&T, Electrical should invariably plan their work
coinciding with these blocks. However if safety is endangered, the
PWIs can the PWIs can impose emergency Caution Order for ensuring
safety.
2.2.2. In case of operational exigencies like late running of scheduled
express/passenger trains/accidents/bunching etc., the block timings
can be modified and advised to Engineering Control in advance in the
morning hours so as to enable them to plan revised utilisation of
blocks accordingly.
2.2.3. SCOR will advise the Station Masters on either side who in turn
will advise Official-in-charge of the work about the commencement
of the Line Block and the last train after the departure of which the
Line Block will be taken up. Official-in-charge of the work shall adhere
to block timings, complete all preliminary works and ensure
completion of maintenance work strictly within the time as advised
to them by the Station Masters through the memo while granting the
Line Block.
2.2.4 The general precautions stipulated in rule No.3 should be
adhered to.
2.3. Caution Orders shall be issued by the Station Masters concerned
to the Loco Pilots of all trains proceeding to the affected area as
imposed by the respective department.
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2.4. Blocking the line on field telephone:When for any special reasons, it is decided to permit blocking of the
line on the field telephone, the following procedure shall be
observed. This procedure is permissible only on controlled sections.
2.4.1. The name of the Engineering Official-in-charge of the work,
who shall not be below the rank of a PWI should be mentioned in the
‘Circular Notice’. Except the railway official so mentioned, no other
person, will be authorized to obtain blocks on the field telephone.
2.4.2. The ‘all concerned message’ issued by the DOM will mention
the name of the Engineering official-in-charge of the work and the
last train before permitting Line Block and will also state the Line
Block will be allowed on advice from the section on the field
telephone.
2.4.3. On application to the DRM, the official-in-charge of the work
will be issued a PN sheet to be used. On completion of the work, the
PN sheet should be returned to the DRM.
2.4.4. Before leaving the station for the site of the work, the
Engineering official-in-charge will consult the SCOR who will advise
him the approximate time and the number and description of the last
train after which the Line Block will be allowed.
2.4.5. After the passage of the nominated train, the Engineering
official-in-charge will arrange to protect the place of obstruction in
accordance with Rules 15.08 and 15.09 and after having satisfied
himself that the obstructed area is properly protected, will call the
SCOR on the field telephone, give his name and designation and also
reference number of the ‘circular notice’ under which the work is
being carried out.
10

2.4.6. The SCOR will then call the Station Masters at each end of the
block section and ascertain from them if the block section is clear of
all trains.
2.4.7. The Engineering Official-in-charge will then issue a message on
the field telephone as follows:2.2.2. In case of operational exigencies like late running of scheduled
express/passenger trains/accidents/bunching etc., the block timings
can be modified and advised to Engineering Control in advance in the
morning hours so as to enable them to plan revised utilisation of
blocks accordingly.
2.2.3. SCOR will advise the Station Masters on either side who in turn
will advise Official-in-charge of the work about the commencement
of the Line Block and the last train after the departure of which the
Line Block will be taken up. Official-in-charge of the work shall adhere
to block timings, complete all preliminary works and ensure
completion of maintenance work strictly within the time as advised
to them by the Station Masters through the memo while granting the
Line Block.
2.2.4 The general precautions stipulated in rule No.3 should be
adhered to.
2.3. Caution Orders shall be issued by the Station Masters concerned
to the Loco Pilots of all trains proceeding to the affected area as
imposed by the respective department.
2.4. Blocking the line on field telephone:When for any special reasons, it is decided to permit blocking of the
line on the field telephone, the following procedure shall be
observed. This procedure is permissible only on controlled sections.
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2.4.1. The name of the Engineering Official-in-charge of the work,
who shall not be below the rank of a PWI should be mentioned in the
‘Circular Notice’. Except the railway official so mentioned, no other
person, will be authorized to obtain blocks on the field telephone.
2.4.2. The ‘all concerned message’ issued by the DOM will mention
the name of the Engineering official-in-charge of the work and the
last train before permitting Line Block and will also state the Line
Block will be allowed on advice from the section on the field
telephone.
2.4.3. On application to the DRM, the official-in-charge of the work
will be issued a PN sheet to be used. On completion of the work, the
PN sheet should be returned to the DRM.
2.4.4. Before leaving the station for the site of the work, the
Engineering official-in-charge will consult the SCOR who will advise
him the approximate time and the number and description of the last
train after which the Line Block will be allowed.
2.4.5. After the passage of the nominated train, the Engineering
official-in-charge will arrange to protect the place of obstruction in
accordance with Rules 15.08 and 15.09 and after having satisfied
himself that the obstructed area is properly protected, will call the
SCOR on the field telephone, give his name and designation and also
reference number of the ‘circular notice’ under which the work is
being carried out.
2.4.6. The SCOR will then call the Station Masters at each end of the
block section and ascertain from them if the block section is clear of
all trains.
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2.4.7. The Engineering Official-in-charge will then issue a message on
the field telephone as follows:Designation…………………………………..
Date:………………………
From: Engineering Official / PWI
TO: SCOR / SMs/ X & Y
No……
Refer
DRM
message
number..............
dated
…………………………
Line (Up or Down in the case of double line) between station X & Y
will be blocked from…………Hrs to ……………..Hrs. PN
Name…………………
Designation................

2.4.8. The SCOR will then issue a message to the SMs X and Y and also
to the Engineering official-in-charge as follows:Date: ……………
To : SMs/X&Y
Copy to PWI
T.N. number ……………………………………. you are authorized
to block the line (Up or Down in the case of double line) between
stations X and Y from………………
Hrs. to …………………… Hrs.
SCOR (Name): ………………………….
From : SCOR

2.4.9. The Station Masters concerned will acknowledge the SCOR
message supported by a PN. The SCOR will make a note in his chart in
the remarks column and record the name of the Engineering officialin-charge and the PNs received from the Engineering official and the
Station Masters.
2.4.10. On receipt of the above message from the SCOR, the Station
Masters concerned will block the line in accordance with the rules
and issue a message to the
Engineering official-in-charge with copy to the SCOR on the
telephone as follows:13

From: SM

Date: ………………
To: PWI/……………
Copy to SCOR

Number: …………………
Line (Up and Down in the case of double line) has been blocked
From ………… Hrs. to ……… Hrs. PN. …………
Name: ……......................
Designation: …………….

2.4.11. The Engineering official-in-charge will then commence the
work. He will keep himself in constant touch with the SCOR.
2.5. During interruption of Control:
When control lines are interrupted, before the line is blocked for the
work, the Official-incharge of the work will consult the Station Master
in regard to the movement of trains in the section and the Station
Master after ensuring that the block section is clear of trains, will
block the line and issue a written memo as specified under 2.4.10
above to the Official-in-charge of the work to the effect that the line
has been blocked and specify therein the duration of the block.
2.6. Immediately after blocking the line, the Station Masters at both
ends of the block section should place the Line Block caps on the
plunger of the block instruments and ‘line blocked collars’ on the
signal lever of the LSS. The ‘line block caps’/‘line blocked’ collars,
should be removed only when the normal working is resumed.
Entries regarding the Line Block should be made in red ink in the TSR.
2.6.1. While the Line Block is in force, no traffic train shall be allowed
to enter the obstructed section under any circumstances whatsoever.
The Station Masters at both ends of the obstructed block section
shall not ask for or grant Line Clear for any train to enter the section.
14

A material lorry may be allowed to work in the block section but the
Engineering official-in-charge should ensure that before the line is
certified safe for resuming normal traffic, the lorry is removed off the
track. Only when specially mentioned in the ‘circular notice’, a
material train is allowed to work in the block section during the
period of the Line Block. This train will be given an Authority to
proceed to enter into an obstructed block section (T/462 / T/A.462)
and piloted by a responsible Engineering official not below the rank
of a PWI and the train will work under his personal supervision.
2.6.2. On completion of the work and after the track is certified safe
for the passage of trains, the Engineering official-in-charge will
contact the SCOR on the field telephone on controlled sections again
and advise him about the completion of the work. The SCOR will call
the Station Masters at both ends of the block section and the
Engineering official-in-charge and then issue a message in the
following form:Date:…………………
To: SMs/X and Y
Copy - SCOR
No……………………. Your No…………………………
Track is certified fit for traffic (Up / Dn line in case of double line)
between X & Y stations. Train working may now be resumed
(speed restriction, if any, to be mentioned). P.N.……………………
From PWI

Name:………………………..
Designation………................

On receipt of the above message the SCOR will issue a ‘train notice’
to the Station Masters concerned and authorize them to cancel the
15
……….

Line Block and resume normal working and obtain their
acknowledgements.
2.6.3. When control is interrupted, after completion of the work, the
Official-in-charge of the work will hand over to the Station Master a
message as per para 2.6.2 above for resumption of normal traffic and
specify therein, whether any speed restriction is to be observed or
Caution Order to be issued. On receipt of this certificate, the Station
Master will advise all concerned specified in the ‘circular notice’ to
cancel the Line Block and resume normal working. In addition, the
Official-in-charge will also hand over a certificate stating that the
block section has been cleared of the material train.
2.6.4. Extension of the Line Block: If the Line Block is required to be
extended beyond the time specified in the ‘circular notice’ and the
‘all concerned message’, the Engineering official-in-charge of the
work shall intimate the SCOR, contacting him on the field telephone
and send the Station Master at one end of the block section a written
message expeditiously notifying him the time upto which Line Block
has been extended. The Station Master, who receives the written
message, shall immediately advise the Station Master at the other
end, of the revised time upto which the Line Block has been extended
by the Engineering branch.
2.6.5. The advice extending the time of the Line Block shall be
recorded in the TSR and the station diary, at both ends of the block
section and after the expiry of the extended time, traffic trains may
resume running over the section as provided for in paras 2. 6.2 and
2.6.3.
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2.7. Obtaining line block on Portable Radio Communication/VHF:
2.7.1. The name of the Engineering official in charge of the work, who
shall not be below the rank of PWI should be mentioned in the
“Circular Notice”. Except the railway official so nominated, no other
person will be authorized to obtain blocks on Portable Radio
Communication/VHF.
2.7.2. All concerned message issued by the DOM will mention the
name of the Engineering official-in-charge of the work and the last
train before permitting Line Block and also state the Line Block will be
allowed on advice from the section on Portable Radio
Communication/VHF.
2.7.3. If PWI is not in possession of PN sheet, he shall obtain one from
section Traffic Inspector and return the same on completion of the
work.
2.7.4. Before leaving the station for the site of the work, the
Engineering official-in-charge will consult the SCOR who shall advise
him the approximate time and the number and description of the last
train after which the Line Block will be allowed.
2.7.5. After passage of the nominated train, the Engineering officialin-charge will arrange to protect the place of obstruction in
accordance with the Rules 15.08 and 15.09 and after having satisfied
himself that the obstructed area is properly protected, will call the
Station Master on Portable Radio Communication/VHF and inform
about protecting the work spot and give a PN.
2.7.6. The Station Master will inform SCOR and the Station Master at
the other end. After obtaining permission from SCOR for Line Block,
the Station Master will give message to PWI on Portable Radio
Communication/VHF regarding the permission granted by the SCOR
17

and give a PN. He will also inform Station Master at the other end of
the block section about the Line Block given to PWI with permission
of SCOR.
2.8. During emergencies requisition for Line block when Circular
Notice is not in force:
The SSE/SE/JE/P.Way will give written requisition to the on duty
Station Master for Line Block, indicating the mode of block, the
location of work spot, time required for the working, the nature of
work required to be done and the station to which the engineering
unit will clear. Station Master shall in turn co-ordinate with the
control for imposition of Line block.
2.9. Cancellation of Line Block:
2.9.1. On completion of the work and after the track is made safe for
the passage of trains the engineering official-in-charge shall remove
the protection and convey to his representative at the station on
Portable Radio Communication/VHF (PWI shall keep his
representative at the station with a signed written memo from his
side with the time and PN columns being kept blank).
2.9.2. The PWI shall also communicate a PN to his representative. His
representative shall enter the PN and time of cancellation of Line
Block and hand over the memo to the Station Master.
2.9.3. On receipt of Line Block cancellation memo signed by the PWI,
the Station Master will advise SCOR and the Station Master at the
other end of the block section and take necessary action for the
cancellation of Line Block.
Note: In the event of failure of Portable Radio Communication/VHF,
the procedure laid down in SR 15.06.2 will be followed.
18

3. General Instructions for the other Blocks
SCOR shall call both the Station Masters on either side of the block
section and convey the message permitting the Block. Then the
Station Masters on either side of the
block section exchange messages in relation to the mposition of the
Block, the number of units work in the section in each direction,
duration of the Block, where the units to clear under exchange of
private numbers. On double line, block commutator should be kept in
TOL and a Line Blocked collar should be placed on the plunger of the
block instruments.
On single line, in token and tokenless sections, a Line Blocked
collar shall be placed on the plunger of the block instruments as a
reminder. Separate private number should be taken for each unit and
recorded in the authority. All the entries must be made in red ink in
TSR.
Before introducing the Block, both the SMs should ensure
that the block section is free from obstruction.
When it is not possible to establish the communication with
the adjacent station, Block shall not be permitted.
3.1 In case of power block, the instructions for permit to work as per
the procedures contained in SR 17.04 should be strictly complied
with.
4. If it is necessary to despatch a material train into the block
section during the period of Line Block:
(a) When material train is programmed to go into the block section
and return to the station where from it started, T/462 shall be issued.
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(b) When material train is programmed to go into the block section
and then proceed further to the next block station, T/A 462 shall be
issued.
(c) Only one material train at a time is permitted.
4.1. When track machine/machines is/are programmed to be sent
into the block section during the period of block:
(a) If one track machine is programmed to go into the block section
and return to the station where from it started, T/465 shall be issued.
(b) When one track machine is programmed to go into the block
section and then proceed further to the next block station, T/A 465
shall be issued.
(c) If more than one track machine are programmed to go into the
block section and return to the station where from they started, the
first one will be given T/465 and the succeeding ones will be given
Caution Order. When T/465 is received back by the Station Master, it
ensures that the block section is clear.
(d) If more than one track machine are programmed to go into the
block section and then proceed further to the next block station, the
first one will be given Caution Order and the last one will be given
T/A 465. When T/A 465 is received by the Station Master of the next
station, it ensures that the block section is clear.
4.2. When Tower wagon / wagons is / are programmed to be sent
into the block section during block:
(a) If one tower wagon is programmed to go into the block section
and return to the station where from it started, T/1708 shall be
issued.
20

(b) When one tower wagon is programmed to go into the block
section and then proceed further to the next block station, T/A 1708
shall be issued.
(c) If more than one tower wagon are programmed to go into the
block section and return to the station where from they started, the
first one will be given T/1708 and the succeeding ones will be given
Caution Order. When T/1708 is received back by the Station Master,
it ensures that the block section is clear.
(d) If more than one tower wagon are programmed to go into the
block section and then proceed further to the next block station, the
first one will be given Caution Order and the last one will be given
T/A 1708. When T/A 1708 is received by the Station Master of the
next station, it ensures that the block section is clear.
4.3 Speed of track machine / tower wagon:
The speed of the first track machine / tower wagon will be booked
speed and the following ones will observe a speed restriction of
25KMPH during day and when view is clear and 10kmph during night
and also during day when view is not clear.
4.3.1 Station Master whoever receives T/462, T/A 462, T/465, T/A
465, T/1708 and T/A1708 shall intimate to the other Station Master
under exchange of private number in token of block section being
free of material trains or track machines or tower wagons.
4.4 If it is necessary to despatch Material Train and/or Track Machine
and/or Tower Wagon into the block section during the period of
integrated block:
4.4.1. If material train and/or track machine and/or tower wagon are
programmed to go into the block section and return to the station
where from they started, they are issued with the relevant
21

authorities i.e., T/462, T/465 and T/1708 and information in the
Caution Order regarding the number of material train / track
machines / tower wagons are permitted to precede / follow to work
in the same block section and to maintain a distance of 150 metres
among them all the time. They shall maintain the speed of 15 KMPH
when view is clear and during day time and 8 KMPH when view is not
clear and
during night time. The receipt of all the authorities back by the
Station Master ensures that the block section is clear.
4.4.2. If material train / track machine / tower wagon are
programmed to go into the block section and proceed further to the
next block station, they are issued with the relevant authorities i.e.,
T/A 462, T/A 465 and T/A 1708 and information in the Caution Order
regarding the material train / track machines / tower wagons that are
permitted to precede / follow to work in the same block section and
to maintain a distance of 150 metres among them all the time and to
maintain the speed of 15 KMPH when view is clear and during day
time and 8 KMPH when view is not clear and during night time. The
receipt of all the authorities by the Station Master of the block
station at the other end ensures that the block section is clear.
However, only one material train is permitted along with TT
machines and / or tower wagons.
4.5. If it is necessary to despatch material train and/or track
machine and/or tower wagon into the same block section from
both the ends during shadow block the following procedure shall be
observed:
4.5.1 If material train and/or track machine and/or tower wagon are
programmed to go into the block section from either end, they are
issued with the relevant authorities i.e., T/462, T/465 and T/1708 and
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information in the Caution Order how many material train / track
machines / tower wagons are permitted to precede / follow to work
in the same block section from either end and to maintain a distance
of 150 metres among them all the time and always look out for the
obstruction in the opposite direction and on sighting the obstruction,
maintain atleast 150 metres distance from the opposite obstruction.
During this block the speed should not exceed 15 KMPH when view is
clear and during day time and 8 KMPH when view is not clear and
during night time.
During the shadow block, only one material train can be
permitted in the block section. All the units should return to the
station from where they started. The receipt of all the authorities
back by the Station Masters at either end of the block section
ensures that the block section is clear.
4.5.2. This shadow block can be permitted only when the units at
either end can work at their work spot without overlapping. In case
the work spot of any unit is beyond the work spot of the other unit
towards the other end of the block section, the units shall be
permitted from only one end.
5. Brake Power:
The driver of every TT Machine/Tower wagon shall check the fitness
of the unit and its brake power. The Official-in-charge and the driver
must personally satisfy with the efficacy of brake power before the
unit enters the block section.
6. Communication:
All the units shall be equipped with adequate communication
facilities i.e., walkie talkie / CUG phones / Field telephones etc.
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7. Despatch:
If the unit is to be allowed on to right line, Starter signal can be taken
‘off’. If the unit is allowed on to the wrong line, all the points over
which the unit/s move shall be correctly set, clamped and padlocked.
The unit shall be piloted out of the station on PILOT-OUT memo.
Invariably, the machine that is programmed to work at a farther
distance from the station shall be despatched first.
8. Protection:
While moving into the block section, a competent railway servant
shall be deputed with stop hand signals to look out for the other
units and in any case walkie-talkie sets shall be used to know the
whereabouts of other units. At the time of working, each machine
shall be protected by a competent railway servant walking at a
distance of 150 metres with hand danger signals exhibiting towards
the direction of the other machine. If any one of the machines stops
at a particular place without movement, the machine shall be
protected by placing two detonators, 10 m. apart, at 150 m away in
the direction of the other machine expected and a competent
Railway servant standing at 45 m beyond the detonator exhibiting
hand danger signal. The distance may suitably be increased in case of
curves / poor visibility.
8.1. On double line sections, when one line is obstructed for working
of these units, the officials-in-charge of the units at the work spot
shall ensure that the units should not infringe the movement of
traffic on the adjacent line.
9. Shunting:
No shunt movement is permitted towards the block section, in which
the material train / track machine / tower wagon are working under
block.
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10. Reception:
On completion of the block, the units shall clear at their designated
ends. All the units should start back at one time, duly maintaining the
distance of 150 m among the units.
10.1. Right Line:
The first unit can be received on reception signals. The following units
will be admitted on Calling-on signal or all the points over which the
unit/s move shall be correctly set, clamped and padlocked and the
units one after the other shall be received on a written authority
(T/509) with proceed hand signals separately for each unit on the
same line duly observing the precautions for reception on an
obstructed line.
10.2. Wrong Line:
They shall be brought to a stop at LSS of the wrong line and then give
a continuous long whistle. The units one after the other shall be
received on ‘Pilot-in’ memo separately for each unit on the same line
after all the points over which the unit/s move shall be correctly set,
clamped and padlocked.
11. Resumption of normal working:
11.1. On completion of the work and after ensuring that the block
section is free from material train/track machine/tower wagon, the
respective officials-in-charge of various units who have carried out
the works during block will hand over to the Station Master a ‘Safety
Certificate’ in writing for resumption of normal traffic and specify
therein whether any speed restriction is to be observed. On receipt
of this certificate, the Station Master will advise the SCOR, the Station
Master at the other end and all concerned.
11.2. Before cancelling the block and resuming normal working,
Station Masters at both ends must scrutinise the TSR entries to
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satisfy themselves that the section is clear of all units such as
material train / track machine / tower wagon. They shall exchange
the messages to that extent supported by private numbers. Then the
Line Blocked collars from the block instruments shall be removed and
normal working can be resumed.
-----

Section “C”
Latest Amendments

--- NIL ---

Section “D”
Checklist - FIRE PREVENTION ON TRAINS

FIRE PREVENTION ON TRAINS
Train No.& NAME:
DATE:
Primary Depot/DIVN./RLY
S.No.
DESCRIPTION OF ITEM
REMARKS
1
Whether 4 DCP type Fire Extinguishers are
available in every Loco?
Whether 2 DCP type Fire Extinguishers are
2
available in each A .C coach?
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3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13

Whether 2 DCP type Fire Extinguishers are
available in each SLR?
Whether the staff has proper knowledge
connected with the usage of the fire
extinguishers?
Check the efficacy of the fire
extinguishers.
Check whether any cooking activity is
taking
place
in
the
passenger
compartments, by vendors/passengers.
Whether the SLR has modified flush type
light in the luggage area?
Whether TTEs Manning the coaches are
keeping a vigilant watch on passengers
boarding/alighting trains that they are not
carrying any kind of inflammable articles
with them. Also they should keep a watch
on any unclaimed baggage; if found,
whether they are taking suitable action
for disposal of the same. Conduct some
ambush checks to check the alertness of
the TTEs.
Whether on board staff is trained in fire
fighting or not?
Whether ACP apparatus is functioning
properly in all the coaches?
Whether emergency window provision is
available and working in all coaches?
Whether the bottom latches of coach
main doors are removed?
Emergency hammer is available in all AC
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14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

coaches are not?
Availability of modified fuse boards (FDBs)
and covers to prevent entry of waste
paper etc., in TL coaches.
HRC fuses are available in RJB, battery
circuit with their correct rating.
Availability of RJB covers.
Lipet sheets of roof is damaged or having
gap.
Working of Vane relays in AC coaches.
Working of thermostats in A C coaches.
Working of over load relays in AC coaches.
Spillage of lube oil/fuel oil in the power
cars.
Working of safety relays in the powerr
cars.

CHECKLIST FOR RPF ACTION AGAINST FIRE IN STATIONS AND
TRAINS
SL. ITEM
REMARKS
NO
1
Name of the station.
2
No. of Baggage scanners provided in the
station.
3
No. of Baggage scanners planned for
installation in the next 6 months.
4
Are all passengers are checked on baggage
scanner? I f not how much % of baggage
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5
6

7
8
9
10

11

12

checked?
Can passengers avoid getting their baggage
checked by taking an alternative route?
Are the baggage scanners capable of
detecting explosives, inflammable liquids
and crackers etc., without getting luggage
opened.
Are the baggage scanners sufficient to
meet the passenger flow to the station?
Are RPF/GRP staff manning the baggage
scanners sufficiently trained?
How many days in the last one year
scanners were out of service?
No. of cases if explosives/fire crackers,
inflammable and fire prone materials
(separately) detected in this station while
being carried out in luggage by passengers
since installation of baggage scanners till
2012-13.
No. of cases of explosives/fire crackers,
inflammable and fire prone materials
detected in trains at this station or in the
jurisdiction of this RPF post while being
claimed by passengers from 2007-08 to
2012-13.
No. of cases of explosives/fire crackers,
inflammable and fire prone materials
detected in Railway premises of this station
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13

14
15
16

17

18

19

20

while being carried by passengers from
2007-08 to 2012-13.
No. of precautions made and no. fined and
no, sent to jail under the provisions of
sections 67 and section 64 of Railways ACT
1989 from 2007-08 to 2012-13. After
detections as at serial 10, 11 and 12 above.
Number of sniffer dogs provided in the
station.
No., of sniffer dogs planned for providing in
this station.
How many trains out of total – No. of
Express/Mail trains originating from this
station are average checked by the dog
squad?
How many trains out of total—No. of
Express/Mail trains passing from this
station are average checked by the dog
squad?
Are dogs sufficiently trained to detect
explosives, crackers or inflammable liquids
or petrol or diesel etc.,?
No. of precautions made and No., fined
and No., sent to jail under section 64 of
Railways Act 1959 from 2007-08 to 2012-13
after detections as at serial 16 and 18
above
Length of Boundary wall to be constructed
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21

22

23
24
25

26

27

in the station for better access control
under security scheme.
Length of Boundary wall already planned in
the next six months separately for better
access control under integrated security
scheme.
Will this construction of boundary wall
make this station much safe for controlling
access?
How many exit and entry points are
existing in this station?
How many of the exit and entry points are
manned by TTEs or RPF round the clock?
No. of persons booked and fine realized
under Railway Act and Tobacco Prohibition
Act by RPF/Commercial or Vigilance teams
of this station for unauthorised smoking for
the year from 2007-08 to 2012-13
No., of drives conducted for detection of
explosives/fire crackers, inflammable and
fire prone materials at this station from
2007-08 to 2012-13 and cases detected and
fines realized and sent to jail during such
drives.
No. of cases of mischief by fire or explosive
substance under section 435 IPC and
section151 Railway Act registered by GRP/
Local police separately from 20007-08 to
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28

2012-13 and punishment awarded or fine
realized in each case.
Any other important information about this
subject gathered at this station.

Name and signatures of the Inspector collecting information
Name and signatures of the Officer countersigning
Place:
Date:
INSPECTION OF WORKSHOP ON FIRE PREVENTION IN TRAINS
Place
Depot
Date
S
Items to be checked
Remarks
No.
1
Securing of branch cables by PVC insulated
pipes.
2
Using of PVC/FRP cleats with non
inflammable properties.
3
Provision of fire retardant PVC Cromets.
4
Whether the cables travel through sharp
edges.
5
Termination of cables in the junction box,
Terminal boards with lugs.
6
The cables should not have intermediate
joints.
7
Provision of earthing shunts between
equipment body and coach body.
Provision of heat sinkable sleeve at cable
8
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9
10

11
12

13
14

lugs and terminations.
Insulated FRLT tape only should be used in
coaches.
Protection of battery box by providing two
coats of acid resistance paint and providing
FRP trays.
Working of Over Voltage Protection relay in
R R /ERRU shall be ensured.
Fire retardant material should randomly
checked by burning it:
01. L P Sheet.
02. PVC flooring sheet.
03. Rexine.
04. DTBP (Densified thermal bonded
poly blocks)
05. Wood based impregnated laminates
(floor boards)
06. FRP products
07. Vestibule rubber (black)
08. Upholstery cloth
09. Curtains.
Are they being procured as per latest RDSO
specifications
MCB testing-Test stand available or not.
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Check sheet for fire audit (Mechanical)
Location (depot):
Div/Rly:
Sl.
Items to be checked
Remarks
No.
1. Whether proper mechanism is in place for
checking if fire extinguisher is due for
inspection and refilling.
2. Whether
any
fire
extinguisher
is
due/overdue for inspection or refilling.
3. Whether staff including onboard staff are
being given training on use of fire
extinguishers.
4. No. of trained staff at present.
5. Instructions for use of fire extinguishers are
available in printed forms on train and
depot.
6. Does outsourcing staff (attendants) have
trained for operation of Fire Extinguishers.
Check sheet for locking rakes before/after maintenance
Train No:
Rake composition:
Station:
Type of maintenance:
Sl.
Items to be checked
Remarks
No.
1 Rake was placed on platform from
washing line or yard
2 AC coaches were padlocked or not
3 Sleeper coaches were padlocked or not
4 GS was padlocked or not
5 SLR was padlocked or not
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6
7
8
9

Padlocking was opened by departmental
staff
Whether RPF staff was present or not
Whether pad locking record is being
maintained
Any other observation
Check list for Pantry Cars

Train No :
Division:

/ Depot :

Sl.
Check Details
No
1 Check for presence of any inflammable
material like gas cylinder kept outside the
nominated room.
2 Check whether there are any gas
leakages and condition of gas pipe line.
3 Check whether LPG connections are
periodically checked and certified (daily
and 15-day check.
4 Check whether gas regulators, fire brake
arrestors and pressure gauges are in
working order.
5 Check whether the specified no of outlets
only being used.
6 Check whether the gas cylinder are kept
on proper rack duly clamping.
7 Check whether fire extinguishers(4 No.s)
in Pantry Car and kept in proper location
and not overdue for refilling.

Remarks
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8

9

10
11
12

13

14
15

16

17
18
19

Check whether the Pantry car staff is
having adequate knowledge in usage of
fire extinguishers
Check whether the pantry car staff are
aware of the action to be taken in case of
fire in Pantry car.
Check whether ACP is working condition
in pantry car
Check the exhaust fans are available and
are working condition
Check whether all main doors are free to
open and the passage kept free for
movement.
Check whether any empty cartons, gunny
bags, plastic plates / bags or any other
material kept in gas room.
Ensure vestibule area, passage of pantry
car and gas cylinders room are kept clean
Ensure proper rating and type of fuses
are used for battery, fan circuit in
junction boxes. Re-wirable fuses are not
to be used in place of HRC fuses.
Chek tightness of terminal connections at
junction boxes, EFT terminals and battery
terminals.
Check for earth in wiring. If any earth is
noticed, investigate and remove earth.
Check if any excessive sparking is noticed
in fans.
Check whether electrical equipment
provided are as per prescribed standard.
Addl.
Equipment,
non-standard
equipment is not to be connected.
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20
21

22
23

24
25
26

27
28
29

Check the plug and sockets for loose
connections, burnt marks.
Check the register for maintenance of
electrical equipment. The equipments are
to be periodically maintained and tested.
Ensure
surface
surrounding
the
equipment is clean
Check the condition of invertors for any
overheating. Check sufficient natural
ventilation for the invertors.
Check over voltage protection is working
in rectifier cum regulator unit (RRU)
Check proper cleaning of battery
terminals.
Check
proper
ceiling
of
fuse
disconnection board to avoid entry of
foreign material.
Check provision of gas proof electrical
fitting in cylinder room.
Ensure no perished / damaged tables and
no open wiring in the pantry car.
Ensure unauthorised tapping of electrical
connections is not resorted to.

CHECK LIST –FIRE PREVENTION IN STATIONS
Station Name
Date:
Division/Railway
S
Description of item
remarks
No.
1
Whether fire extinguishers as per SWR
are available at stations, Parcel Offices,
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2

3

4

5

6

Goods
Sheds,
Booking
Offices,
Reservation offices and other important
installation locations?
Whether fire buckets are available and
filled with sand and water at all stations
including halt stations?
Whether fire extinguishers were
provided in both inward and out ward
parcel office as per norms?
Whether rag picking activity is properly
done; and ensure that officials are not
lighting the fire by dumping the waste
material in between two tracks?
Motor vehicles offered for transport by
rail, whether the Parcel office staff is
ensuring the petrol tank is empty.
Check whether the Parcel office hamals
(labour)
are
not
smoking
a
cigarette/beedi while loading/unloading
parcels.

------
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Section “E”
Accident cases

v Brief history of the accident (SPAD at YG station of GTL
Division): On 12th October 2013, at about 02.02 hours, Train
No. 11014 DN CBE – LTT Express while admitted onto DN
Mainline at Yadgir station of GTL Division, LP of the train at
‘on’ and stopped after passing 105m. The train is having
scheduled stop at YG station. LP/GTL signed ‘on’ at GTL at
22.30 hours of 11.10.2013 after availing rest of 32 ½ hours.
The load of the train was 22 coaches hauled by WDP4 loco
and the section is provided with Double Distant signal
facility. Analysis made from the speedometer reveal that the
speed of the train at the time of passing DN Home Signal
was 105 KMPH. Further, reduced to 89 KMPH after passing
300m by dropping 1 kg BP Pressure. Emergency brakes were
applied at 188m ahead of the stopped location which is
105m after Mainline Starter Signal.
Cause of the accident: Late application of brakes by the LP.
Staff held responsible: LP and ALP of the train as primary
and Guard as secondary.
v Despatching a train on wrong line (Breach of Block Rules)
at GTL station of GTL Division: DN UBL – BZA Amaravathi
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Express was received on Road No.6 of GTL station of GTL
Division at 17.15 hours. The train is scheduled to depart via
DH NE – NDL and GNT Stations. GTL Station is having Routing
Starters with stencil type route indicators indicating “M”
towards Gooty direction and “B” towards DHNE direction.
Accordingly, CASM/”A” Cabin/GTL took line clear with
Maddikera station, taken ‘off’ correct Advanced Starter
Signal but erroneously taken ‘off’ wrong Starter, i.e., instead
of Branchline Routing, he has taken ‘off’ Mainline direction
Starter. LP and ALP who have taken over charge of train at
GTL failed to ensure correct Routing Starter signal and
started the train. However, after passing the Starter, the
crew stopped the train near / after passing Point No.83
which was in ‘normal’ position, i.e., towards GY direction.
After stopping the train, the LP alerted the Officials. The
train was backed into station and despatched on proper
route after a detention of 70 minutes.
Cause of the incident: Wrong signal given by CASM coupled
with the failure of the loco crew for starting the train
ignoring the wrong Routing on the Starter Signal.
Probable rules violated: SR 4.35 and 3.19.3.
Staff held responsible: LP, ALP and CASM.
v SPAD at DN IBS between BG – WP stations of SC Division on
21.10.2013: While Train No. DN TKD Container working as
‘crack special’ was on run between Bhongir – Wangapalli
stations of SC Division, at 04.17 hours of 21.10.2013 hauled
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by WAG-7 multi with a load of 41/41/2500 passed DN IBS at
‘on’ by 70m.
Cause of the accident: Cause of the SPAD was due to
misjudgement by the LP of the Goods.
Staff held responsible: LP of the train.
v Trail through of point at Purna station (yard derailment) of
NED Division on 08.11.2013: On 8th November 2013, at
about 07.45 hours, in the course of performing shunting in
the non-interlocked yard of PAU station of NED Division, the
shunting staff failed to ensure correct setting of ground lever
point connected to sickline and as a result, the points were
trailed through. Two Pointsmen, Outdoor Dy.SS and Shunter
were available at the time of incident. Gross negligence of
shunting staff led to this usual.
v Manned LC Gate accident between Bhongir – Pagidipalli
stations of SC Division on 17.11.2013: On 17th November
2013, while Train No. 11020 BBS – CSTM Konark Express was
on run between BG – PGDP stations, at LC Gate No. 28/E, the
train hit one loaded lorry at 10.15 hours. As a result of the
accident, the lorry fell on the adjacent track, i.e., DN line
obstructing both lines. No casualty. SM/BG informed the
Gateman that DN Duronto Express and UP Konark Express
are required to pass and the gate is required to be kept
closed for both the trains. LSS of BG station is interlocked
with the closure of LC Gate and the Gate Stop Signal is also
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Distant of UP IBS. After passage of the train beyond LSS, the
Gateman suddenly put back the Gate Stop Signal and
opened the LC Gate for the passage of road vehicle/s. LP of
UP Konark who saw the ‘proceed’ aspect of Gate Signal also
saw the same is put back.
Cause of the accident: Engineering Gateman opened the
gate and allowed the truck duly putting back the Gate
Signals which were taken ‘off’ for Konark Express.
Staff held responsible: Gateman as ‘primary’ and LP of the
train as ‘secondary’.
v SPAD caused by LP of UP SEM Goods at Tandur station of
SC Division on 23.12.2013: On 23rd November 2013 while
the train was on run between Rukmapur – Tandur stations of
SC Division, at 06.25 hours, LP of Goods train passed the UP
Home Signal at ‘on’ and stopped after 40m beyond the
signal. SMR/TDU, CSI/TDU AND JE/P.WAY/TDU taken joint
measurements in the presence of Guard and admitted the
train on piloting method at 08.05 hours. Crew taken charge
of the train at SNF station in the early hours, i.e., at 02.05
hours on the day of the incident.
Cause of the accident: LP failed to control the train on
seeing the ‘on’ aspect of Home Signal.
Staff held responsible: LP and ALP of the train.
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v Unusual incident of UTV+BFR bumping head-on with UP
17405 UP Krishna Express at Chintalpalli station of SC
Division on 25.12.2013: On 25th December 2013, ‘ line
block’ was given between CLE – WL stations of SC Division
from 15.35 to 16.20 hours. During the period of ‘line block’,
one UTV machine alongwith one BFR went into the section.
SM/Cle at 16.35 hours, signalled for reception of Train No.
17405 onto UP Mainline and the train arrived at 16.39 hours.
At 16.42.37 hours, the UTV machine + BFR loaded with rails
in pushing condition entered into the station section of CLE
and collided head-on with the loco of Krishna Express. As a
result of the collision, no injuries / deaths took place.
However, there were damages to the loco which was
replaced with fresh loco at KZJ
Cause of the accident: The UTV Machine Operator and the
SE/JE in-charge supervising the machine movement failed to
follow the SR 15.06.10.2 which stipulate that while entering
from wrong line, he should stop at wrong line LSS and
further piloted ‘in’ on a written memo given by the SM.
Instead, they directly entered without knowing the condition
of line/s at the station and caused collision.
Staff held responsible: UTV Operator.
v Derailment of loco taking two routes at Lingampalli station
of SC Division on 28.12.2013: On 28.12.2013, at 18.52 hours,
WAP-7/LGD loco planned to be admitted on Calling-on on to
obstructed line Road No.5 on which empty rake of Gautami
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is placed. The loco is arranged to pull the empty rake to SC
for further despatch to COA. At 18.52 hours, Calling-on
signal was given by setting the route to Road-5. Immediately
after the departure of the loco beyond the signal, SM/LPI
applied cancellation. By the time, the loco could come to
Point No.20 leading to the obstructed line, SM/LPI had an
opportunity to alter the point since the route got cleared
and the loco had taken two routes and derailed.
Cause of the accident: SM/LPI without observing the
completion of desired movement of loco on the panel,
altered the point.
Staff held responsible: SM/LPI as primary responsibility.
******

Section “F”
Test Your Knowledge

1. Who are the noble prize winners for Physics, Chemistry,
Medicine, Literature, Peace, Economics for 2013?
2. Who are the recipients of Ramon Magsaysay Award for the
year 2013?
3. Who are the Bharata Ratna Awardees for the year 2013?
4. Which is the first monorail of Indian and from where to
where it commissioned and on what date?
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5. How the trains are to be dealt during prolonged failure of
signals when communications are available in Automatic
Block System on double line and what are the documents
required?
6. What is the authority to dispatch a relief engine / train into
obstructed block section in Absolute and Automatic Block
System?
7. What should be the speed of loaded Goods train CC+8+2 or
CC+6+2 when weighment is not done?
8. When Moped Trolley is stenciled to run at more than 15
KMPH, what are the precautions to be observed?
9. What is the prescribed time limit for activation of VCD
(penalty application) in the loco?
10. Between which stations, the first proposed double-decker
train going to be introduced on SCR?

KEY
1. PHYSICS –
CHEMISTRYMEDICINELITERATURE –
PEACE –
ECONOMICS –

Francois Englert and Peter W Higgs
Martin Karplus, Michael Levitt and
Arich Warshel
Jamaes E Rothman, Randy W Schekman
and Thomas C Sudhof.
Alice Munro.
OPCW (Organisation for Prohibition of
Chemical Weapons)
Eugine F Fama, Lars Peter Hansen and
Robert J Shiller
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2. The award was instituted in the year 1957 and the first award
was given in the year 1958. For the year 2013, Shakti Samuha
of Nepal was given in ‘uncategorised’ list for the year 2013
and ‘Corruption Eradication Commission’ of Indonesia in
eminent leadership category for the year 2013.
3. Sri.C.N.Rao, Scientist and Sachin Ramesh Tendulkar, Cricketer.
4. First MM (monorail Mumbai) was commissioned on 1st
February 2014 for a distance of 8.8 KMs between Wadala to
Chembur in Mumbai.
5. Suspend Automatic Block System and introduce Absolute
Block System. Every train shall be given T/D 912. First train
shall go with restricted speed of 25 KMPH. Arrival times at
stations shall be intimated to SM In rear supported by PN.
6. T/A 602 in Absolute Block System and T/C 912 in Automatic
Block System.
7. Maximum 40 KMPH upto next weighment location.
8. It should be treated as Motor Trolley and shall be placed on
track between two stations under block protection.
9. 60 + 8 + 8 i.e., after 60 seconds blinker will glow, after another
8 seconds audio-buzzer will ring along with blinker; and finally
after another 8 seconds, penalty brake application takes
place.
10. Between GNT – KCG and from KCG – TPTY.
****
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LATERALTHINKING
(THINK LIKE A WIZARD)
MAN
-------BOARD

=

MAN OVERBOARD

STAND
---------I

=

I UNDERSTAND

NOW SOLVE THE FOLLOWING:
1. /r/e/a/d/i/n/g/
R
2. Road
a
d
3. cyclecyclecycle

=
=

=

4.

O
------M.D Ph.D

=

5.

Knee
--------light

=

6.

ground
----------=
feetfeetfeetfeetfeetfeet

7.

he’s / himself =
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8.

ecnalg

9.

death ....... life

10.

THINK

=
=
=

11. Ababaaabbbaaabbbbababbabbaaabbbb........
KEY
1. reading in between lines.
2. Cross roads.
3. Tricycle.
4. Two degrees below zero.
5. Neon light.
6. Six feet underground.
7. He is by himself.
8. Backward ‘glance’.
9. Life after death.
10. Think BIG.
11. Long time no “C”.
****
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Section “G”
Safety drives launched

Safety.387/SD/Vol.V.

Date: 04.10.2013.

Sub: Fortnightly safety drive on “Winter precautions”.
Divisions are advised to launch a fortnightly safety drive on
“winter Precautions” involving officers and Supervisors of concerned
departments from 10th of the month and the feedback to be given at
the end of the month. The feedback need to be given bringing out
the no. of drives conducted by Officer+ Supervisor separately,
location/station where it was conducted, date when it was
conducted, items checked, items found irregular/shortfall, etc.,. Final
reply shall contain the entire details as annexure along with
consolidated totals for the division. Emphasis should be on quality
rather than quantity.
(S.P.SAHU)
Chief Safety Officer

S.
No
01

02

CHECK LIST
Subject

Remarks

Whether Engineering Officials are conducting push
trolley inspections of lines, corrosion-prone areas,
major bridges and high banks.
Whether AT welds periodic testing is intensified?
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03

Whether on round of gauge faced testing is done
before the onset of Winter?

04

Whether visual examination of rail ends and bolts
at fish plated joints are carried out or not?

05

Detention and action to be taken on identifying rail
fractures by Keyman and Night Patrolman –
Knowledge of staff adequate or not

06

Whether Loco Crew is observing the SR of
maximum 60 KMPH in Absolute Block System
during thick and foggy weather?
In case of Automatic Block system, SR of maximum
60 KMPH while proceeding on ‘Green’ Aspect of
signal and maximum of 30KMPH while proceeding
on ‘Double Yellow’ aspect of automatic signal and
further restricted, if proceeding on ’Caution’ aspect
of the signal?
Knowledge of crew in this regard is adequate or
not?

07

During thick and foggy weather, whether the guard
is in the habit of placing the flashing red tail lamp
even during the day or not?

08

Whether the Lime marking is done near the Signal
Warning Board in the single Distant Signal territory
and near the Distant in the Double Distant
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territory?
09

Whether VTO of the station as per SWR is in the
knowledge of SMs or not?

10

Any other relevant point.

Safety.387/SD/Vol.V.

Date: 09.10.2013.

On 09.10.2013, at Hyderabad station, MMTS train while
entering Platform No-2 of the station, dashed the dead-end following
derailment of two coaches. As a result of the accident, the motorman
and one trackman suffered injuries. This incident evoked serious
concern at all levels.
In order to prevent such accidents, divisions are advised to
conduct a drive involving Loco Inspectors and Officers of Traffic,
Mechanical and Electrical departments for a period of 10 days with
immediate effect. The drive shall be focussed on the following:1. Whether the LPs control the train well in advance as per the
aspect of the signals.
2. Whether adequate rest os taken by the LP before coming for duty.
3. Whether Stop Boards are provided at all terminal stations, certain
R&D Goods lines where provided and at all MMTS stopping
stations exclusively for MMTS/DEMU trains.
4. Whether LP/Guard are in the habit of packing their luggage while
reaching crew changing points.
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5. Whether LP/ALP are in the habit of switching off CUG and personal
mobile phones from Sign ’ON’ to Sign ’OFF’.
6. Whether the LP stops the train at Stop Board/starter signal or the
place where the train is required to come to a stand.
7. Whether the LP is vigilant and cautious to stop before the
obstruction.
8. Whether LPs observe the speed restrictions at terminal yards,
Loop lines in stations and CD spots
9. Whether Guard of the train is in the habit of taking prompt action
on noticing unusual, over speeding.
Whether the LPs working MMTS/MEMU trains are aware
10.
about AWS and switching on conditions while passing the
automatic signal at ‘ON’.
11.
Whether the LP/ALP/Motorman on taking charge of the Loco,
are in the habit of checking the validity of BPC in the Loco and
conducting air-continuity test(if required) working of walkie-talkie
sets etc.,
Whether the LP is fully conversant with GR4.49 and SR 4.49.1
12.
and acts accordingly.
On completion of the drive a consolidated reply may be advised
with irregularities noticed and corrective action taken by 22.10.2013
certain.
(S.P.SAHU)
Chief Safety Officer
Safety.387/SD/Vol.V.

Date: 23.10.2013.

Sub: Prevention fire in Pantry Cars.
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In view of the increasing incidents of fire in pantry cars in the
recent past, RB has directed the Zonal Railways to launch drive to
prevent cases of fire in Pantry Cars. Board has desired that a special
drive for one month may be launched with effect from 25th October
2013 paying special emphasis on the following:
· Proper maintenance and upkeep of electrical devices. Boiler,
Refrigerator, Chimneys Wiring systems and junction boxes etc., in
Pantry Cars.
· Working of over-load, over voltage protection devices use of
standard size fuses, MCBs Earthing and proper wiring, insulations
especially at joints junctions.
· Adequate fire suppression measures and their proper
maintenance in the pantry cars. The staff including Pantry Car Staff
should be trained for operating fire extinguishers.
· Preventive checks regarding fire safety and precautions of
Rajadhani and Shatabdi Trains.
· All Pantry Cars including AC Pantry Cars should be audited and
report given as per format enclosed.
The drive should involve Electrical, Mechanical, Safety, Security and
Traffic department Officers and Inspectorial staff. On completion of
the drive a consolidated reply may be advised with irregularities
noticed and corrective action taken by 27.11.2013 certain, in addition
to the format enclosed.
(S.P.SAHU)
Chief Safety Officer
No.Safety.387/SD/Vol.V.

Date: 06.11.2013.

Sub: Fortnightly safety drive on ‘loading, locking and
sealing of BV equipments in SLRs’.
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Divisions are advised to launch a fortnightly safety drive on
“loading, locking and sealing of BV Equipments in SLRs” involving
Officers and Supervisors of concerned departments from 10th of the
month and the feedback to be given at the end of the month. The
feedback need to be given bringing out the no.of drives conducted by
Officer+ Supervisor separately, location/station where it was
conducted ,date when it was conducted , item s checked items found
irregular/shortfall etc.,Final Reply shall continue the entire details as
annexure along with consolidated totals for the division. Emphasis
should be made on quality rather than quantity.
(S.P.SAHU)
CHIEF SAFETY OFFICER
No.Safety.387/SD/Vol.V.

Date: 15.11.2013.

Sub: Track and Winter Patrolling.
In C.Railway on date 15.11.2013, there was one Passenger
train accident involving death to 3 passengers and injuries t 30
others. The accident was prima-facie due to rail fracture. In order to
prevent such train accidents, divisions are advised to conduct a drive
involving officials from Engineering, Traffic, Mechanical, Electrical &
Safety departments for a fortnight with immediate effect. The drive
shall be focused on the following:Track and Winter Patrolling1. Whether LPs report Lurch/jerk, rough riding or any unusual related
to track, noticed during run.
2. Whether fracture prone sections have been identified.
3. Availability of winter weather patrolmen
4. Whether Station Masters are issuing Speed Restrictions in case of
non-turning up of patrolmen.
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5. Whether Patrolmen are provided with proper equipment to
enable them to detect rail fractures during night time and also
able to ensure prompt protection of train in case of detection of
rail fractures.
6. Cross check the beat books with beat chart and TSR details.
7. Whether temporary speed indicator i.e., Caution, Speed, TP and
TG exist at work spots.
8. Whether Temporary speed indicators are retro-reflective
9. Whether LC gateman is alert.
On completion of the drive a consolidated reply may be given with
the irregularities noticed and corrective action taken by
05.12.2013 certain.
(S.P.SAHU)
CHIEF SAFETY OFFICER
No.Safety.387/SD/Vol.V.

Date: 18.11.2013.

GM has directed to conduct a special safety drive on the working of
Engine crew to prevent accidents due to LP lapses. The drive will be
conducted for a 10 day period with immediate effect with focus on
the following aspects:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Whether the Loco Crew are alert and attentive on run during
small hours.
Whether irregularities found during speed gun checks and action
taken.
Whether they are controlling their trains from appropriate
location/s.
Whether Loco Equipment and personal equipment is available in
working condition.
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5.
6.

Whether LPs are subjected for BA tests while signing ’ON’/’OFF’.
Whether the guards are in the habit of repeating the clearance of
Caution Order Spots, Loop lines etc.,
7. Whether LP is vigilant and cautious during foggy weather and
during abnormal working.
8. Whether LPs observe the speed restrictions at terminal yards,
Loop Lines in stations and CD Spots.
9. Whether Guard of the train is in the habit of taking prompt
action on noticing unusual, over speeding etc.,
10. Whether LP is in the habit of whistling while passing the LCs.
On completion of the drive a consolidated reply may be given with
the irregularities noticed and corrective action taken by 03.12.2013
certain.
CHIEFSAFETY OFFICER
No.Safety.387/SD/Vol.V.

Date: 28.12.2013.

Sub: Fire preventive checks in passenger carrying coaches and
pantry cars.
Fire was reported in B-1 coach of T.No.16594 SBC-NED Express
between Satya Sai Prasanthi Nilayam and Basanpalle stations on
S.W.Railway. On account of the fire, a number of passengers got
killed and injured. In view of the accident it is imperative that
necessary preventive measures are taken to avoid fire in trains.
Hence the divisions are therefore advised to arrange drive/joint
checks by RPF, GRP and Commercial staff in trains as well as stations,
Parcels offices to check and prevent carriage of inflammables. The
drive will be launched for a fortnight with immediate effect with
emphasis on the following aspects:
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· Check on carriage of gas cylinders, explosive materials, crackers,
other inflammables in passenger carrying trains.
· Random/Surprise checks by Railway officials in co-ordination with
RPF & GRP in trains and at stations of luggage and parcel material
before loading.
· Check on smoking by parcel porters/labour in the course of
loading/unloading.
· Checks on unauthorised vendors selling tea/coffee/eatables in the
trains by using sigries/stove.
· Checks on passengers cooking in the trains and station areas.
· Availability of fire extinguishers in working condition and their
effectiveness in locos, SLRs, AC coaches, Pantry Cars etc.,
· Intensive publicity in both print and electronic media on the
hazards of carrying inflammable and explosive materials by trains.
· Publicity in all stations through CCTV and frequent announcement
through Public Address system on the hazards of carriage of
inflammable articles.
· Banners to be placed both at Entry/Exit gates.
Checks for preventing fire in pantry cars:
· Proper maintenance and upkeep of electrical devices, Boilers,
Refrigerator, Chimneys, wiring systems and junction boxes, etc., in
pantry cars.
· Working of over-load, over voltage protection devices use of
standard size fuses, MCBs Earthing and proper wiring, insulations
especially at joints junctions.
· Adequate fire suppression measures and their proper
maintenance in the pantry cars. The staff including Pantry Car Staff
should be trained for operating fire extinguishers.
On completion of the drive a detailed report on the number of
checks conducted, irregularities noticed and action taken may be
sent to the under signed by 18.1.2014.
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Note: It may be noticed that U/S 67 of Indian Railways Act, any
Railway Servant including RPF have powers to cause verification of
the goods/baggage carried by the passenger or booked in parcel to
ascertain its content. This may be widely circulated among all
category of train escorting staff.
(S.P.SAHU)
CHIEFSAFETY OFFICER
No.Safety.387/SD/Vol.V.

Date: 30.12.2013.

On 25.12.2013 at Chinthalapalli station over Secunderabad
division, UTV Machine which was in the block section after
completing the work in the section entered into the main line and
collided with the loco of T.No.17405 Express which was waiting on
main line. The accident prima-facie was due to the failure of UTV
operator to control the machine. In order to prevent such accidents,
the divisions are advised to arrange joint drive/ joint checks by
engineering/Operating and C&W staff on the following aspects:
· Whether the operator process adequate knowledge about
signalling system and system of working during normal working
conditions?
· Whether the operators are in possession of valid competency
certificate in G&SR issued by Principal/ZRTI/MLY?
· Whether the machines are manned by the competent staff?
· Whether track machines are having adequate brake power, in fully
working condition and related record maintained.
· Whether the track machine has undergone regular brake power
test by the designated supervisors?
· Whether the track machine operator and his staff are fully
conversant on safe working/the prescribed rules to be followed
during working of the Track Machine?
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· Whether the track machine staff are conversant with the
procedure to be followed during trouble shooting?
· Whether the Station Staff follow the rules and procedures during
block working in Absolute and Automatic Block working sections.
· Whether BFR wagon/camping coaches attached to track machine
is provided with adequate brake power in working condition?
· Whether the Operator has undergone PME and RC?
· Whether the prescribed safety equipments are available if so
whether they are in working condition?
In addition to the track machine operator and his staff should be
counseled in safe working.
On completion of the drive a detailed report on the number of
checks conducted, number of Track Machine operators counselled
and irregularities noticed and action taken may be sent to this office
by 21.01.2014.
(S.P.SAHU)
CHIEFSAFETY OFFICER
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Section “H”
Accident Statistics
Last Year LY; Current Year: CY Train Accidents Cumulative – (01.4.13 to 31.12.13)
SN
Category
Consequential
1 Collision
2 Derailments
Mid-section
At station
3 LC accidents
Manned
Unmanned
4 Fire in trains
5 Miscellaneous
6 SPAD

BZA
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GNT
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3
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1
2
1
1
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3
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1
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1
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7 Breach of block
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1
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…. ….

rules
Yard
Equipment
failures

1
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2
1

2
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1
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1
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3
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3

14

4

2

5

3

1

3

6

8
9

Grand total

NED
CY LY

SC
CY LY

Total
CY LY
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1
1
2
3

1
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3
7
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1
4
0
1
5
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6
1
0
4
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1
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2
3
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1
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4
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